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Q1:-What is the importance  of  historical  context in 

understanding  a society ? 

 

Importance of Historical Context:- 

It is importance  because it helps you connect  and create 

And relationship with  the  reader .it help you 

communicate your point of view clearly making it easier 

To understand .it allows you and other to be more 

creative. 

• Creating a relationship:- 

 . Detail about yourself or your character ۔ •

 .A back story ۔ •

• A life changing  situation  

•   A personality trait . 

• An environment  

• A memory 

• An anecedote  etc 



Everyone wonders why their environment and situation  

are like this what they are right  now . All this can be 

explained by the reading  of history . when we study the 

history  of  wars we analysis  their  causes ,and their path. 

 

To really  understand  the working  of human  society  

and formation  of the intricate bonds of relationships and 

dependences. We need  to  learn actual developments  of 

human society . This cannot be  possible  without learning  

the history  of human society . 

 

Without historical  context  we are only seeing a piece  of 

pictures or scene and not fully understanding the 

influence  of  the  time and place in which  a situation  

occurred. 

 

Q2:-According to conflict  approach of sociological  

perspective  , which  problem  are people  facing during  

this “ lockdown ” situation ? 

 

The sociological  understanding of  social problems rests 

heavily  on  the concept  of  the  sociological  imagination, 



  We discuss this concept. In some  details  before  turning 

to various  theoretical  perspective  that provide a further  

context for understanding  social problems . 

Many individual  experience  one or  more  social  

problem  personality. For example, Many people  are 

poor  and  unemployed ,Many  are in Poor health    , and 

many have  family  problem  ,drink to much alcohol ,or 

commit crime . 

 

• People  facing problem  in lock down  are:- 

 

• Due to lockdown  all the education  institute  are 

closed due to  which  the  students time are wasted 

and  they  are unable  to  continue  their studies. 

 

• Most of the poor  people  are deprived from the daily  

essential food etc things  because  they  have  no  

money  and they are unable  to do work  because  all 

the  work places are closed . 

 

• During the  lockdown  the  hospital  are also  closed 

so if some one faces the problem  of suffer and  from  

their  illness. 



 

• All the  business and  factories are closed due to  

which  people  are deprived  from alote of food  

stuffs. 

 

• The Governoment have forced the  people  to stay  at  

home  so most of  the .  people  are unable  to  do 

communications with  each other . 

 

• The govt  have also  forced the  people  that not to 

go to religious  Places or to do some cermony 

,marriages etc. 

 

• The people  have also faces  the problem  of food  

stuffs deficiency in some  places  because the people  

need are more than the available  things – 

 

Q3:-Explain now a days ,Social media  is the most 

influential  agent  in  socialization? 

 

Ans:- 

Socialization is a life long process in which individual 

learn  and interact with social  standards ,rules and 



Values. Media are a key socializing influence  among  

other major  agents of socialization have been 

identified in research  in  developments psychology 

,sociology ,media communications  studies, and 

pedagogy  .Media literary can be considered  o 

developments  task and  a goal  of media  

socialization . 

   

 

Family is usually  considered  the  agents with the  

greatest impact on the socialization process. The 

values  system reflect  a family’s social status 

,religion ,cultural or  ethnic  background . School 

,another important  agent of  socialization in child 

hood, is about knowledge  transfer and skills. 

Additionally  school shape and  individual ‘s behavior 

implicitly ,by providing a system  of norms and  

values such as teamwork ,discipline ,or imperative  to 

follow  directions . 

 

Communication .since the  birth of social  media ,the  

internet has now become the  most important  way 

(if not the only) to keep to touch  with  the  lot of  

people  at the  same  time .  Most humanity  



considered Facebook ,Twitter ,Instagram ,and e-mail 

as the  best way to  exchange  daily information  with 

family , friends ,and colleagues ,and even their most 

favorite  actors . Human relations  has been changed 

the most since  of social  media. 

Some of the most important  aspects  of socialization 

are form  in childhood  and  youth . Thus “digital 

native ” have been  the subject of intense academic  

debates about the  impact of  internet  on the  

socialization  of younger generation .Media literacy 

can be considered  a developments  task and a goal  

of  media  socialization -    


